Zahn or Schwartz Bindings on Mosher Press Books
in the Bishop Collection of the Mosher Press
-- 1 -Swinburne, Charles Algernon. Laus Veneris. Vest Pocket Series (Portland, ME: T. B.
Mosher, 1900). xi, 46 pp. one of an unknown number of Van Gelder copies. Binding
measuring approx. 5 5/8” x 2 7/8” signed TOOF & CO.
housed in autumnal colored leather solander case. Full
polished red French levant with overall pattern of
flowers and winding vines; title within horizontal
rectangles on front cover and same boxes without title
on back cover. Spine with five raised bands and title in
second compartment; leaf and vine tooling in other
compartments and date at bottom; t.e.g. Wide turn-ins
with flower and each corner and bow-tied vines and
leaves emanating from the ties. Gilt decorative roll
tooling along the edges of the turn-ins, all surrounding
an inner decorative floral paper panel matching the
first free endpaper. Appeared in several binding
exhibitions and is most likely the book described in the
June 28, 1902 The New York Times ‘s report on the sixth
annual Art Association of Richmond, Indiana as “one Mosher pocket edition of ‘Laus
Veneris’ (Swinburne)…” Also dislayed at the Grolier Club’s “New Members Collect”
(6/16-7/30/2016) A small, very elegant binding tooled to perfection. Bishop 191; Hatch 156.
-- 2 -Lang, Andrew (trans.) Ausassin &

Nicolete (Portland, ME: T. B.
Mosher, 1896).* Second edition. 88,
[1] pp. One of 925 printed on Van
Gelder paper. Binding measures 7 ¼”
x 4” Full light brown crushed levant
signed SC TOOF & CO / ZAHN. Front
board with rich wide-bordered floral
interlacing
gilt
decoration
surrounding and framing an open
space, a vertical rectangular box with
the title stamped near the top and
minimal gilt decoration above and
below the title. Back board is much less decorated with the majority of the work tending
toward the four corners and gilt rule framing the board’s outer perimeter. Spine with
five raised bands with gilt rule atop each; panels with large flower and small vine and

leaves in each; second panel reserved for the title and date stamped at bottom of the
spine; t.e.g. Narrow turn-ins with gilt ruling around inner board; marbled endpapers.
Wear at bottom of the spine. Bishop 10.1; Hatch 39.
* Although not exactly the same book, a similar binding of this title is pictured in the
January 1897 issue of The American Bookmaker on p. 198 in which it states: “There is
printed herewith an illustration of a binding with which Otto Zahn has encased a copy of
‘Aucassin and Nicolete.’ The binding is a light brown crushed levant, hand tooled, the
design being original and entirely characteristic of Mr. Zahn. It is a very beautiful bit of
work.” However, a black and white photograph (“Original design by Otto Zahn” on the
verso) of this book was sent by Zahn with a letter to Mosher on October 31, 1898 in which
Zahn thanks Mosher “for the graceful compliment” in the 1898 Mosher Books catalogue
and tells Mosher “I enclose a few more photos of bindings I have put on your fine
publications…” (Houghton Library, MS Am 1096 (1638)

-- 3 -Rossetti, Dante Gabriel. The House of Life—A Sonnet-Sequence (Portland, ME: T.
B. Mosher, 1898) xv, 104 [1] pp. One of 925 printed on Van Gelder paper. Binding
measures 7 1/8” x 4” Bound in full crushed tan levant, signed TOOF & CO, with overlay
of dark brown levant stretching
horizontally across the top and
bottom of both boards; white tulip
inlays contrasting with the giltstamped carnations which otherwise
appear on the covers. Floral decoration extends across each of the
horizontal strips and at the upper
portion of each board. A simple yet
elegant nouveau design extends
across the bottom and 2/3rds the way
up the sides of each board. Spine
with five raised bands and gilt rule
atop each. Title and date in gilt on spine. Wide floral decorated turn-ins with panel of
marbled paper matching the adjoining marbled paper of the first fly-leaf (some
offsetting). This binding is pictured in the 1904 German publication Archiv für
Buchbinderei—Zugleich Fortsetz der Illustrierten Zeitung für Buchbinderei (Vol. IV, Part VII,
illustration # 21, p. 110). Bishop 158; Hatch 63.
-- 4 -Johnson, Charles (trans.). From the Upanishads (Portland, ME: T. B. Mosher, 1897).
xxii, 60, [1] pp. One of 450 copies printed on Van Gelder paper. Binding measures 6 1/4”
x 3 1/8” House in brocade clamshell box. Bound in full light green polished morocco
with boards box-ruled using a single filet. The front cover has an overall floriated
design of lilies, stems and leaves with title/author stamped in the center. Back board

with only one gilt lily stamped in the
center; t.e.g. Spine in six panels with gilt
across raised bands; title in second panel
and date stamped at foot of the spine.
Narrow leather turn-ins with rules and gilt
lily at each corner. Front panel of white
moiré silk matching adjoining endpaper
with laminated silk. Binding is signed on
this bottom of the front panel S. C. TOOF &
CO. / ZAHN. A nearly identical copy of this
binding appeared in The Printer &
Bookmaker. Vol XXIV. No. 6. (New York: S.
Clyde Oswald, Feb. 1897, p. 266) which was shown at the Tennessee Centennial
Exposition. The present binding does not have the central shield framing the
title/author stamping on the front cover. A black and white photograph of the
Tennessee Centennial Exposition copy was sent by Zahn with a letter to Mosher on
October 31, 1898 in which Zahn thanks Mosher “for the graceful compliment” in the
1898 Mosher Books catalogue and tells Mosher “I enclose a few more photos of bindings
I have put on your fine publications…” (Houghton Library, MS Am 1096 (1638)
Bishop 122; Hatch 42.
-- 5 -Browning, Elizabeth Barrett. Sonnets from the Portuguese (Portland, ME: T. B.
Mosher, 1897). vi, 68, [1] pp. One of 925 printed on Van Gelder paper. Binding
measures 7 ¼” x 4” in slipcase. Bound in full crushed and mirror polished levant signed
THE ZAHN BINDERY / MEMPHIS on the inside of the front cover, and initialed LS (Lorenz
Schwartz) on the inside of the back
cover. Covers with horizontal deco,
locket-like design reaching across
each. Spine with four raised bands
grouped in two’s with the first part
of the title in the second panel and
the rest of the title in the fourth
panel; gilt dots across top of bands;
linear gilt work in other panels with
each line terminating in a leaf. Gilt
rule around perimeter of each board.
Turn-ins with simple yet elegant
floriated gilt design encasing a panel
of marbled paper matching the adjoining marbled paper of the first and last free flyleaves. Spine somewhat mellowed to olive brown. Bishop 376; Hatch 38.

-- 6 -Macleod, Fiona (William Sharp). Three Legends of the Christ Child (Portland, ME:
Mosher, 1908). xi, 41 pp. Binding measures 5 5/8” x 4” One of an unknown number of
Japan vellum copies from Mosher’s Ideal Series of Little Masterpieces. A much simpler
version of Brownell’s War Lyrics listed above. Bound in full green crushed levant
morocco with three of four sides gilt framed on each board. When covers are both
opened the design roughly creates a
pair of concentric circles. Within
each pair gilt dots fill either part of
the space (outer circles) or all of the
space (inner circle). Within the inner
most circle there is a nested design
of curved lines and interfacing
leaves and dots. Spine in three
compartments with leaf-and-line
designs in compartments one, three
and five; compartments two and
four are for the title and author
respectively; center compartment is
the largest; prominent raised bands with gold dots across each; t.e.g. Turn-ins with gilt
framing terminating in leaf, curved gouge marks and dots at each corner. Pastedown of
green and blue cloudy marbled paper matching the first flyleaf. Inside front cover is
signed at the bottom THE ZAHN BINDERY / MEMPHIS and the inside back cover is signed
LS at the bottom for Lorenz Schwartz. Bishop 410; Hatch 441.
-- 7 -Omar Khayyam. Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám
with Preface by Nathan Haskell Dole. (Portland,
ME: Mosher, 1899). xxi, 50 pp. One of an unknown
number printed on Van Gelder paper from
Mosher’s Vest Pocket Series. Binding measures 5
11/16” x 3”
Bound in full green mirror polished
levant morocco. Gilt frame around each cover with
design of flower, leaves and dots in each corner.
Gilt title with flower above and leaves below
appears on the front cover as does the name GRACE
TOOF which appears at the bottom of the cover
(Grace Toof was the daughter of S. C. Toof. Elvis
Presly bought the Graceland farm which was
named after her). Spine in six compartments with
title in the second and date at the foot of the spine;
flower and leaf design in other compartments;
t.e.g. Turn-ins gilt framed with floral devices in

each corner; bright multi-colored floral pastedowns and endpapers. Stamped S.C. TOOF
& CO. / ZAHN at bottom of inside front cover. This exact binding appears in a black &
white photo in Victor and Ernest Briggs’s 20th Century Cover Designs (Plymouth, MA:
Briggs, 1902) along with two other Toof & Company / Zahn bindings. Interestingly
enough it does not yet have the GRACE TOOF stamped on the front cover, so that must
have been added later. Curiously very little is stated about Zahn although he is pictured
in this volume, and examples of his bindings go without further note or comment. Bishop
335; Hatch 121.
-- 8 -Horne, Richard Hengist. The Death of Marlowe—A Tragedy (Portland, ME:
Mosher, 1898. viii, 32 pp. One of 25 copies printed on Japan vellum as part of the
Reprints from ‘The Bibelot’ Series. Binding
measures 6 1/8” x 4 5/8” Bound in full blood red
crushed morocco with
mirror
finish.
Simple
design of double-rule gilt
framed covers. Spine in six
compartments with title in
second and date at the foot
of the spine; five raised
bands with gilt atop each;
t.e.g. Narrow gilt framed turn-ins with central panel of onyx
paper pastedown matching endpaper. Signed S.C. TOOF& CO /
ZAHN at bottom of front inside cover. Bishop 83; Hatch 75.
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Exhibited at the Minneapolis Arts & Crafts
Exhibition, 1903
Exhibited at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition of 1904
Pictured in Otto Zahn’s book On Art Binding
Robinson, A. Mary F. An Italian Garden—A Book of

Songs (Portland, ME: Mosher, 1897. 95, [1] pp. (numbered

using Roman numerals). One of 925 printed on Dutch Van
Gelder paper as the tenth and last book issued in “The
Bibelot Series.” Binding measures about 4 ¼” x 8 ¼”
Bound in full mirror polished levant morocco using the
same elaborate Art Nouveau design on both gilt-framed

covers. Overall design is comprised of curvilinear tooling of stems, leaves, and flowers
set up symmetrically. Spine in six panels with five raised bands. Gilt nouveau design of
stems, flowers and dots reaches upward from the bottom and culminates in the same
lily flower found in all the other panels; t.e.g. Half inch wide turn-ins gilt tooled in
complementary design with wavy lines within gilt-framed edges. Inner pastedowns of
green, blue and brown floriated paper matching adjoining endpapers. Binding is signed
TOOF & CO at bottom of front turn-in. Some wear to gold on spine. Bishop 178; Hatch 37.
This lovely Art Nouveau binding was displayed from January 19-24 at the public
exhibition of The Society of Arts and Crafts of Minneapolis and is pictured, along with
four other exquisite bindings, in the March 1903 issue of The Craftsman magazine (Vol.
III, No. 6) which states that the following about the bindings (bold emphasis mine):

Of a kindred interest to lovers of leather work as well as to book collectors was the large collection
of handsomely bound books from all the leading book binderies in the country. Mr. W. G. White of
St. Paul, a bibliophile, showed a loan collection representing each of the best binderies abroad and
in this country. This, of course, included Zahn, Matthews, Steikeman [sic] and Zaehnsdorf.
Another loan collection was that of Mr. E. D. Brooks of Minneapolis, who is an expert judge of rare
and artistic bookbinding. In this, Rivière and Son and the work of the Woman’s Guild Binders of
London were represented. Chief interest, of course, centered in the Mosher books, of which there
were five, one being of green crushed levant, with gold tooling, hand wrought, with application
of black leather. There were, also, five crushed levant books from Otto Zahn, which showed to
perfection his exquisite tooling and mirror-like polish; books from Miss Ellen Starr of Hull
House, from her pupil, Paul Verberg, and the work of Minneapolis binders. Miss Starr’s Fables of
Bidpai, in green morocco, with inlaid diaper of roses, was especially pleasing. Of the Minneapolis
workers who were represented, Miss Edith Griffith, a graduate pupil of Miss Starr, had several
books in dark green crushed levant, and Mrs. F. B. Dodge, who is an expert amateur book binder,
exhibited three books: one “Our Ladies’ Tumbler,” printed by Mosher, and bound in crushed
levant, with gold tooling and border in red inlays, being especially noticeable. – pp. 374-375

The binding was photo-illustrated as binding No. 4
and is specifically denoted as “Designed and bound by
Toof & Company, Memphis. Shown at the St. Louis
Exposition” in Otto Zahn’s monograph On Art Binding
prepared for the 1904 Lousiana Purchase Exposition at
St. Louis. The “splendid showing of hand-bindings at
the Lousiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis probably
did more to stimulate popular interest in the subject
than any other incident of the last quarter of a
century.” This binding appeared in Case C of the three
cases filled with Toof bindings for which “Mr. Zahn
for S. C. Toof & Co. received the grand prize for the
bindings exhibited by him and his firm” (New York
Times, January 13, 1905, p.20). It was also pictured in Archiv für Buchbinderei—Zugleich
Fortsetz der Illustrierten Zeitung für Buchbinderei Vol. IV, No. 7, October 1904, p. 108.
The book is presently accompanied by a copy of Zahn’s monograph inscribed “To /
Miss / Esther Griffin White / by / the Author / Memphis,
1905.” Esther Griffin White was a prominent promoter of
American

art

bindings.

She

organized

binding

exhibitions for the Richmond Art Association. Such
exhibitions were held in Indianapolis and Richmond,
Indiana and included at least twenty-five exhibitors,
Zahn being among them (see the New York Times, January
9, 1904, p. 18). She also wrote “Some American Art
Bookbinders” in Brush and Pencil. Vol. XIII. (Chicago:
Phillips & Co., February 1, 1904).
Bishop 178; Hatch 37.
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Pictured in Otto Zahn’s book On Art Binding
The Gertrude Cowdin’s Copy
Pater, Walter. Marius the Epicurean—His Sensations and Ideas. Two vols. in
one. (Portland, ME: Mosher, 1900). xiii, 163 pp. Copies #3 of 4 copies printed on Roman
vellum. Bound in full Mauve morocco (22.3 x
17.8 cm.) signed TOOF & CO. at foot of inner
front doublures. Covers with rich art nouveau
design of gilt-tooled roses and vines. Gilt inner
dentelles and silk doublures. Originally housed
in an autumnal colored solander case, but now
housed in a specially designed, full black
morocco clamshell case with blind- and gilttooling signed 19
SAN 94 (S. A.
Neff,
Jr.,
a
bookbinder
in
Sewickley, PA)
and housed with
a copy of Zahn’s On Art Binding (1904). This binding was
commissioned by Gertrude Cowdin of New York and
remained in
her collection
until her Feb.
28 & 29, 1916
auction by the
Anderson
Galleries
where it sold as lot No. 354. The binding was
photo-illustrated as binding No. 8 in Otto
Zahn’s monograph On Art Binding prepared
for the 1904 Lousiana Purchase Exposition at
St. Louis. Although one of the bindings so
pictured, the caption does not indicate that
this book was actually on display at the St.
Louis Exposition as others are so denoted.
This volume was, however, loaned by
Gertrude Cowdin for the 1901 Pan-American
Exposition, a World’s Fair held in Buffalo,
NY. (“Books at Buffalo” in The New York Times, Aug. 3, 1901). The book was also

exhibited at the 1992 “Thomas Bird Mosher and the Art of the Book” Exhibit at Temple
University and is illustrated in the exhibit catalogue. Bishop 231 & 232, R 71, and pictured on p. 374;
Hatch 157 & 158.
-- 11 -Stevenson, Robert Louis. Father Damien—An Open Letter to the Reverend

Doctor Hyde of Honolulu. (Portland, ME: Mosher, 1897). xvi, 31 pp., portrait
frontispiece. One of 450 copies printed on
Van Gelder paper from the Miscellaneous
Series. Binding measures 6 3/16” x 3 9/16”.
Bound in full light brown crushed morocco
with raised bands; floral design within each
ruled cover with title added to front cover;
gilt rule along all board edges. Spine with
five raised bands and gilt foliated design
with title in second panel and date at foot of
the spine. Elaborate decorative turn-ins
signed S. C. TOOF & CO. / ZAHN” at bottom
inside of front cover; marbled paper
doublure with matching endpapers, t.e.g.
Bishop 107; Hatch 43.

-- 12 -Mosher, Thomas Bird, ed. The Bibelot-A Reprint of Poetry and Prose for Book

Lovers (Portland, ME: Mosher, 1897). Volume III, iv, 398 pp. Copy No. 3 of 12 copies
printed on Japan vellum paper. Binding measures 6
4/16” x 4 7/8” Bound in full maroon crushed
morocco; spine with five raised bands. Front cover
double ruled in gilt and central “vase & flower”
design incorporating the title and small blue and
white onlays. Back cover mirrors the front without
onlays and title; spine with floriated gilt designs in
panels; second panel with title. Elaborately gilttooled turn-ins of watered-silk flowers in the center
panel forming a doublure. Front inner cover signed
S. C. TOOF & CO. on one side and ZAHN on the other;
t.e.g. Bookplate of Emerson Chamberlin of Summit,
NJ designed and engraved by George Martin with
motto “Spes et fides” (not Chamberlin’s usual
heraldic bookplate).

A nearly identical copy of our present binding, described as being bound by Otto
Zahn in “ruby red crush levant, inlaid in white and blue; hand-tooled in original
designs” is pictured on p. 271 of The Printer
and Bookmaker. Vol XXVII. No. 6. (New
York: S. Clyde Oswald, Feb. 1899), the
difference being the addition of the volume
number and date in the fourth spine panel.
The present volume does not have the
volume number/date stamped on the spine.
This binding was recently exhibited at the
Grolier Club’s 2013 exhibition “American
Little Magazines of the 1890s: A Revolution
in Print.”
A very similar black and white photograph of this book was sent by Zahn with a letter
to Mosher on October 31, 1898 in which Zahn thanks Mosher “for the graceful
compliment” in the 1898 Mosher Books catalogue and tells Mosher “I enclose a few
more photos of bindings I have put on your fine publications…” (Houghton Library,
MS Am 1096 (1638). Bishop 20; Hatch 50.
-- 13 -Lang, Andrew, trans. Aucassin & Nicolete (Portland, ME: Mosher, 1896). 88, [1] pp.
No. 68 of 100 copies printed on Japan vellum paper from the Old World Series. Binding
measures 7 1/16” x 3 7/8” Bound in full blue crushed morocco with raised bands.
Elaborate floriated tooling around covers; spine with five raised bands; spine panels
gilt-floriated tooling with second panel for title. All board edges gilt-ruled and turn-ins
ornately gilt-decorated with marbled paper doublures matching endpapers; a.e.g.
Signed TOOF & CO. / ZAHN at bottom of inside front cover. Ownership bookplate
(depicting a printing press) and signature
of San Francisco printer, Edward DeWitt
Taylor.
The cover and inner front doublure of
this binding was pictured as “A Study in
Hand Tooling – Otto Zahn” in The
American Bookmaker, October 1896, p. 110.
Bishop 10.1; Hatch 30.

-- 14 -Field, Michael (Katherine Bradley and Edith Cooper). Underneath the Bough —A

Book of Verses. (Portland, ME: Mosher, 1898). viii, 93, [1] pp. Copy No. 5 of 100
copies printed on Japan vellum paper
from the Old World Series. Binding
measures 7 1/8” x 4” Bound in full
green, highly polished levant morocco
with gilt Art Nouveau flow and vine
motif, including dragonflies on the
front cover and in compartments of the
five raised band spine; title stamped on
second panel. Inside decorated paper
doublures of floral design matching
endpapers. Board edges gilt-ruled;
t.e.g. Signed S. C. TOOF & CO. / ZAHN on
lower inside front cover.
This is the Gertrude Cowdin copy, listed in her auction catalogue as:
142. FIELD (MICHAEL). Underneath the Bough. A Book of Verses. Narrow 12mo, full
light green crushed morocco, gilt center ornaments, with dragon flies. Floral endpapers,
gilt top, by Toof. Portland: Mosher, 1898.
*One of a limited issue printed on Japan paper.

This book was exhibited at the “Thomas Bird Mosher and the Art of the Book”
exhibition at Temple University (entry No. 53), and pictured in the attending catalogue
(plate 55). Bishop 104; Hatch 49.
-- 15 -Rossetti,

Dante

Gabriel.

Poems

[and]

Ballades and Sonnets (Portland, ME:
Mosher, 1902 and 1903 respectively). lxxii, 338
pp.; xxxvii, 335 pp. Both are copies No. 18 of
25 printed on Japan vellum paper from the
Quarto Series. Binding
measures 8 7/8” x 7 3/8”
Bound in full green
crushed morocco with
raised bands. Spine with
four raised bands in two
groupings. Richly ornate
wheat designs across wide spine and extending in the center onto
the covers; covers gilt-ruled around perimeters; all board edges giltruled. Titles in second panel, author in forth panel. Wide decorated turn-ins employing

the same wheat design work of the spine and covers; marbled paper doublures match
the marbled endsheets. The gilt top pages edges are gauffered and painted with a wheat
design, the center of which divides the first title’s contents from the pages of the second
title. Lower inside front cover gilt stamped THE ZAHN BINDERY / MEMPHSIS in the center
and the lower inside back cover is centrally stamped with the LS monogram of Lorenz
Schwartz. This massive volume is housed in a specially designed leather-mouthed and
fleece-lined slipcase with supports to counter the effect of gravity. Bishop 294 & 16; Hatch 229
& 259.
Gilded top page edges; wheat design merging together showing separation of Vols. I & II

-- 16 -Burton, Sir Richard F. The Kasidah of Haji

Abdu El-Yezdi translated and annotated by his

Friend and Pupil, F.B. (Portland, ME: Mosher,
1896). xvi, 99, [1] pp.; portrait frontispiece. One of
925 copies printed on Van Gelder paper from the
Old World Series. Binding measures 7 1/8” x 4 ”
Bound in full green crushed levant morocco with
mirror polish finish; inlaid flowers in crimson.
Elaborate cover designs… This was an important
binding to Zahn in that its picture accompanied
several contem-poraneous articles either by or
about Zahn, and Zahn himself sent a photograph
of this binding to Thomas Bird Mosher to show
some of the work that was being performed at the
Toof bindery in Memphis, TN. Binding is signed S.
C. TOOF & CO. (on left) and ZAHN (on right) at lover
inside front cover. The book was bought by the
corporate financier, Herber T. Bishop (1840-1902)
and his wife Mary Cunningham Bishop. It bears
her vertical MCB bookplate label on the front
pastedown.

The binding appeared in The Printer and Bookmaker. Vol. XXIV. No. 5. (New York: S.
Clyde Oswald, July 1897, p.
223), in Walter Malone’s “”Otto
Zahn and his Bookbindings” in
The Book Buyer—A Review and
Record of Current Literature. Vol.
XVI, No. 2 (New York, March
1898, p. 125), in W. G.
Bowdoin’s “Otto Zahn and
Some of his Book-Bindings.” in
The Artist: An Illustrated Monthly
Record of Arts, Crafts and
Industries (American Edition)
Vol. XXX, January 1901, p. 19)
described as appearing:
… in apple-green crushed
levant. It is heavily and
strikingly tooled in a Persian
floral pattern that closely
approaches the Arabesque,
and is in entire harmony with
the bound volume. Crimson
inlays add greatly to the
effectiveness of this binding.”
(p. 21)

A black and white photograph (“Original design by Otto Zahn” on the verso) of this book
was sent by Zahn with a letter to Mosher on October 31, 1898 in which Zahn thanks
Mosher “for the graceful compliment” in the 1898 Mosher Books catalogue and tells
Mosher “I enclose a few more photos of bindings I have put on your fine
publications…” (Houghton Library, MS Am 1096 (1638)
Bishop 181; Hatch 23.
-- 17 -(Unfinished binding) Pater, Walter. Essays from the

“Guardian” (Portland, ME: Mosher, 1897). xiii, 163
pp. One of 400 copies printed on Van Gelder paper from
the Reprints of Privately Printed Books Series. Binding
measures 8 1/4” x 4 9/16” Bound in full brown morocco
with raised bands; however, this binding was never
completed nor is it signed. Front cover’s title impression
in blind, and start of the cover design also in blind with
the beginning work of inlays. Back cover design is gilt
tooled with inlays present, but no gilt frame has yet

been added. Inner doublure started, but all that is present is an inner red leather panel
surrounded by wide brown leather frame. As such, this book does not merit any
appreciable value although it is instructive to see what process of binding Zahn used.
Bishop 104; Hatch 49.

